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Description

FIELD

[0001] Embodiments of the present invention relate to
a battery and a battery module.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In a thin laminate type battery, for example, a
terminal is sandwiched between two films or plates, and
a part of the terminal is exposed. A thin can-type battery
includes, for example, a terminal including a portion ex-
tending from a side surface to be exposed to the outside.
The battery can provide power distribution to other bat-
teries or electronic devices via the exposed portion of the
terminal.
[0003] In the case where the allowable current of the
battery is larger, the area of the exposed part of the ter-
minal is desirably larger from the viewpoint of the resist-
ance of the battery.

CITATION LIST

PATENT LITERATURE

[0004]

Patent Literature 1: Jpn. Pat. Appln. KOKAI Publica-
tion No. 2013-41788
Patent Literature 2: Jpn. Pat. Appln. KOKAI Publica-
tion No. 11-31486
Further, JP 2001 250517 A and JP 2004 1033669 A
are concerned with batteries.

SUMMARY

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[0005] It is an object to provide a battery which is easily
assembled into a battery module and can exhibit low ter-
minal resistance.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM

[0006] According to a first embodiment, a battery is
provided as defined in claim 1. The battery includes an
electrode body, a lead, a container member, and a ter-
minal. The container member includes a main part and
a terminal-connecting part adjacent to the main part. The
electrode body is housed in the main part of the container
member. The lead is electrically connected to the elec-
trode body. The lead is housed in the terminal-connecting
part of the container member. The terminal is electrically
connected to the lead. The terminal is provided on the
terminal-connecting part of the container member. A
thickness of the main part of the container member is
larger than a thickness of the terminal-connecting part of

the container member.
[0007] According to a second embodiment, a battery
module is provided. The battery module includes batter-
ies, each of which is the battery according to the first
embodiment, and a bus bar. The terminal of one of the
batteries is electrically connected to the terminal of an-
other of the batteries via the bus bar.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008]

FIG. 1 is a schematic perspective view of a battery
as a first example according to a first embodiment.
FIG. 2 is a side view of the battery of FIG. 1 as viewed
from a viewpoint II.
FIG. 3 is an enlarged view of a portion III of the battery
of FIG. 2.
FIG. 4 is a partially exploded perspective view of the
battery shown in FIGS. 1 to 3.
FIG. 5 is a schematic cross-sectional view taken
along a line segment V-V’ shown in FIG. 1 of the
battery shown in FIGS. 1 to 3.
FIG. 6 is an enlarged view of a portion VI of FIG. 5.
FIG. 7 is a schematic side view of a battery as a
second example according to the first embodiment.
FIG. 8 is a schematic plan view of a battery module
as a first example according to a second embodi-
ment.
FIG. 9 is an enlarged view of a portion IX in FIG. 8.
FIG. 10 is a perspective view of several examples
of bus bars which can be included in the battery mod-
ule according to the second embodiment.
FIG. 11 is an enlarged plan view of each of connec-
tion points each between a bus bar and a battery in
a battery module as a second example according to
the second embodiment.
FIG. 12 is a side view of a battery of Comparative
Example 1.
FIG. 13 is a side view of a battery of Comparative
Example 2.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0009] The embodiments will be explained below with
reference to the drawings. It should be noted that the
structures common to all embodiments are represented
by the same symbols and duplicated explanations will be
omitted. Also, each drawing is a typical view for explain-
ing the embodiments and for promoting an understanding
of the embodiments. Though there are parts different
from an actual device in shape, dimension and ratio,
these structural designs may be properly changed taking
the following explanations and known technologies into
consideration.
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(FIRST EMBODIMENT)

[0010] According to a first embodiment, a battery is
provided. The battery includes an electrode body, a lead,
a container member, and a terminal. The container mem-
ber includes a main part and a terminal-connecting part
adjacent to the main part. The electrode body is housed
in the main part of the container member. The lead is
electrically connected to the electrode body. The lead is
housed in the terminal-connecting part of the container
member. The terminal is electrically connected to the
lead. The terminal is provided on the terminal-connecting
part of the container member. A thickness of the main
part of the container member is larger than a thickness
of the terminal-connecting part of the container member.
[0011] In the battery according to the first embodiment,
the thickness of the main part of the container member
is larger than the thickness of the terminal-connecting
part of the container member. Therefore, in the battery
according to the first embodiment, the surface of the ter-
minal-connecting part of the container member can be
positioned at a place recessed with respect to the main
surface of the main part of the container member, where-
by the terminal can be fitted in a place recessed with
respect to the main surface of the main part of the con-
tainer member.
[0012] In the battery, the terminal fitted in a place re-
cessed from the main surface of the main part of the
container member can have an exposed part having a
large area for power distribution to other batteries or elec-
tronic devices. For example, in the case of a thin can type
battery, the area of a side surface of a main part of a
container member extending in the thickness direction
of the main part is small. It is difficult for a terminal pro-
vided on the side surface of the main part of the container
member to include an exposed part having a large area.
The battery according to the first embodiment can include
the terminal including an exposed part having a larger
area, so that the battery can exhibit lower terminal resist-
ance.
[0013] In the battery according to the first embodiment,
the terminal can be fitted in a place recessed with respect
to the main part of the container member, so that a power
distribution member to other batteries or battery devices
to be connected to the terminal, for example, a bus bar
can be connected to the terminal without protruding from
the main surface of the main part of the container mem-
ber. Because of this, when a plurality of batteries accord-
ing to the first embodiment are stacked to assemble a
battery module, it is possible to prevent the bus bar from
interfering with the stacking of batteries.
[0014] As described above, the battery according to
the first embodiment is easily assembled into the battery
module, and can exhibit low terminal resistance.
[0015] Next, the battery according to the first embodi-
ment will be described in more detail.
[0016] The main part of the container member can in-
clude the main surface of the container member. The

main surface of the container member may be a surface
of the main part which does not face the electrode body.
The terminal-connecting part of the container member
may include a first surface and a second surface as a
reverse side with respect to the first surface. The second
surface of the terminal-connecting part can face the lead.
[0017] The terminal may include a first end part and a
second end part. The first end part can be positioned on
the outside of the container member, i.e., on the side of
the first surface of the terminal-connecting part. The sec-
ond end part can be positioned on the inside of the con-
tainer member, i.e., on the side of the second surface of
the terminal-connecting part.
[0018] The terminal fitted in a place recessed from the
main part of the container member can make a distance
from the first surface of the terminal-connecting part of
the container member to the main surface of the first end
part of the terminal smaller than a distance from the first
surface of the terminal-connecting part of the container
member to a plane on which the main surface of the main
part is positioned. The distance described herein is a
distance in a direction perpendicular to the main surface
of the main part of the container member. In other words,
the main surface of the first end part of the terminal can
be positioned between the plane where the main surface
of the main part of the container member is positioned
and the first surface of the terminal-connecting part.
[0019] The first surface of the terminal-connecting part
of the container member may be inclined with respect to
the main surface of the container member. The first sur-
face of the terminal-connecting part of the container
member when the first surface is inclined with respect to
the main surface of the container member can have a
larger area than that when the first surface is not inclined.
Therefore, in such a battery, the exposed part of the ter-
minal can be further enlarged, and as a result, the battery
can exhibit lower terminal resistance.
[0020] The thickness of the main part of the container
member is a distance from the base surface of the battery
to the main surface of the container member. When the
first surface of the terminal-connecting part of the con-
tainer member is substantially parallel to the main surface
of the container member, the thickness of the terminal-
connecting part of the container member is a distance
from the base surface of the battery to the first surface
of the terminal-connecting part. On the other hand, when
the first surface of the terminal-connecting part of the
container member is inclined with respect to the main
surface of the container member, the thickness of the
terminal-connecting part of the container member is an
average distance between the base surface of the battery
to the first surface of the terminal-connecting part. The
reference surface of the battery may be, for example, a
bottom surface of the battery.
[0021] The battery according to the first embodiment
may further include a gasket. The gasket may be provid-
ed between the terminal and the terminal-connecting part
of the container member. The gasket can provide air-
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tightness and insulation properties between the terminal
and the container member.
[0022] The battery according to the first embodiment
can also include members other than the members de-
scribed above. For example, the battery according to the
first embodiment may further include an insulating mem-
ber for securing electrical insulation properties between
the members, if necessary.
[0023] Next, the battery according to the first embodi-
ment and members will be described in more detail.

(1) Battery

[0024] The battery according to the first embodiment
may be a primary battery or a secondary battery. Exam-
ples of the battery according to the first embodiment in-
clude a nonaqueous electrolyte battery.

(2) Container Member

[0025] The container member may be a single mem-
ber, or include two or more members.
[0026] The container member can have a space for
housing the electrode body and the lead. The space for
housing the electrode body and the lead can be provided
by subjecting the container member to, for example, shal-
low drawing to form a recessed part. Alternatively, the
container member is subjected to shallow drawing to form
two recessed parts, and the container member is then
bent to oppose the recessed parts to each other such
that a larger space is formed from the spaces of the re-
cessed parts, and thereby the space for housing the elec-
trode body and the lead can be provided.
[0027] When the battery according to the first embod-
iment is the nonaqueous electrolyte battery, the container
member can further include a liquid inlet for injecting an
electrolytic solution, for example, a nonaqueous electro-
lyte, and a gas-relief vent capable of releasing the internal
pressure of the battery when the internal pressure is in-
creased to a specified value or more, or the like.
[0028] The container member is preferably made of a
material having corrosion resistance. The container
member can include a laminate including a metal, an
alloy or a laminate of a metal and/or alloy layer and a
resin layer, for example.
[0029] Examples of the metal and alloy which can form
the container member include aluminum, an aluminum
alloy, or stainless steel. As the aluminum alloy, an alloy
containing an element such as magnesium, zinc, or sili-
con is preferable. If a transition metal such as iron, cop-
per, nickel, or chromium is contained in the alloy, the
content thereof is preferably set to 1% by mass or less.
[0030] As the resin layer included in the laminate prod-
uct, a resin layer made of a thermoplastic resin such as
polypropylene (PP) or polyethylene (PE) can be used.

(3) Electrode Body

[0031] The electrode body can include a positive elec-
trode and a negative electrode. The positive electrode
can include a positive electrode current collector, a pos-
itive electrode material layer formed thereon, and a pos-
itive electrode current-collecting tab, for example. The
positive electrode current-collecting tab may be, for ex-
ample, a portion of the positive electrode current collector
not supporting the positive electrode material layer on its
surface. Alternatively, the positive electrode current-col-
lecting tab may be a separate part from the positive elec-
trode current collector. The positive electrode material
layer can include a positive electrode active material, a
conductive agent, and a binder, for example. The nega-
tive electrode can include a negative electrode current
collector, a negative electrode material layer formed ther-
eon, and a negative electrode current-collecting tab, for
example. The negative electrode current-collecting tab
may be, for example, a portion of the negative electrode
current collector not supporting the negative electrode
material layer on its surface. Alternatively, the negative
electrode current-collecting tab may be a separate part
from the negative electrode current collector. The nega-
tive electrode material layer can include a negative elec-
trode active material, a conductive agent, and a binder,
for example. The positive electrode material layer and
the negative electrode material layer may be provided to
face each other.
[0032] The electrode body can further include a sepa-
rator provided between the positive electrode material
layer and negative electrode material layer that face each
other.
[0033] The structure of the electrode body is not par-
ticularly limited. For example, the electrode body can
have a stack structure. The stack structure has a struc-
ture in which a positive electrode and a negative elec-
trode which are described above are stacked with a sep-
arator sandwiched therebetween. Alternatively, the elec-
trode group can have a winding structure. The wound
structure is a structure obtained by stacking a positive
electrode and a negative electrode with a separator sand-
wiched between the positive and negative electrodes as
described above and then winding the stack thus ob-
tained in a spiral form.

(4) Lead

[0034] The lead is electrically connected to the elec-
trode body. Particularly, the battery according to the first
embodiment can include two leads. For example, a lead
can be electrically connected to the positive electrode of
the electrode body, and particularly the positive electrode
current collector. The other lead can be electrically con-
nected to the negative electrode of the electrode body,
and particularly the negative electrode current collector.
[0035] An insulating member can be provided on the
surface of the lead for the purpose of insulating the lead
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from the other members.
[0036] As a material for the lead, for example, an alu-
minum material or an aluminum alloy material can be
used. The material for the lead is preferably the same as
the material for the positive electrode current collector or
negative electrode current collector which can electrically
be connected to the lead in order to reduce contact re-
sistance. The materials for the positive electrode current
collector and the negative electrode current collector will
be described later.

(5) Terminal

[0037] The terminal is electrically connected to the
lead. In particular, the battery according to the first em-
bodiment can include two terminals. For example, a ter-
minal is a positive electrode terminal which can be con-
nected to a lead which may be electrically connected to
the positive electrode of the electrode body. The other
terminal is a negative electrode terminal which can be
connected to a lead which may be electrically connected
to the negative electrode of the electrode body.
[0038] In the battery according to the first embodiment,
the form of connection between the terminal and the lead
is not particularly limited.
[0039] For example, a through hole can be further
formed in a lead, and a terminal can be further fitted into
the through hole, to allow connection between the termi-
nal and the lead.
[0040] Alternatively, a through hole can be further
formed in a terminal, and a projection part can be further
provided on a lead. The projection part of the lead can
be fitted into the through hole of the terminal to allow
connection between the terminal and the lead.
[0041] The terminal and the lead may be fixed by caulk-
ing, or laser-welded.
[0042] As a material for the terminal, for example, the
same material as that of the lead can be used.

(6) Gasket

[0043] Examples of a material which can form the gas-
ket include resins such as a fluorine resin, a fluorine rub-
ber, a polyphenylene sulfide resin (PPS resin), a poly-
ether ether ketone resin (PEEK resin), a polypropylene
resin (PP resin), and a polybutyrene terephthalate resin
(PBT resin).

(7) Insulating Member

[0044] As a material for the insulating member, for ex-
ample, thermoplastic resins such as a tetrafluoroethyl-
ene-perfluoroalkyl vinyl ether copolymer (PFA), polypro-
pylene (PP), polyethylene (PE), nylon, polybutylene
terephthalate (PBT), polyethylene terephthalate (PET),
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), polyphenylene sulfide
(PPS), and polyether ether ketone (PEEK) can be used.

(8) Sandwiching Member

[0045] The battery according to the first embodiment
may further include a sandwiching member for bundling
a positive electrode current-collecting tab and a sand-
wiching member for bundling a negative electrode cur-
rent-collecting tab.
[0046] The sandwiching member can be made of the
same material as, for example, that of the bundled pos-
itive electrode current-collecting tab or negative elec-
trode current-collecting tab, for example that of the pos-
itive electrode current collector or negative electrode cur-
rent collector.
[0047] Hereinafter, examples of materials for the pos-
itive electrode, the negative electrode, the separator, and
the electrolytic solution which can be used in the non-
aqueous electrolyte battery as an example of the battery
according to the first embodiment will be described in
detail.

1) Positive Electrode

[0048] As the positive electrode active material, for ex-
ample, an oxide or sulfide can be used. Examples of the
oxide and sulfide include manganese dioxide (MnO2),
iron oxide, copper oxide, nickel oxide, lithium manganese
composite oxides (e.g., LixMn2O4 or LixnO2), lithium nick-
el composite oxides (e.g., LixNiO2), lithium cobalt com-
posite oxides (e.g., LixCoO2), lithium nickel cobalt com-
posite oxides (e.g., LiNi1-yCOyO2), lithium manganese
cobalt composite oxides (e.g., LixMnyCo1-yO2), lithium
manganese nickel composite oxides each having a spi-
nel-structure (e.g., LixMn2-yNiyO4), lithium phosphorus
oxides each having a olivine structure (e.g., LixFePO4,
LixFe1-yMnyPO4, and LixCoPO4), iron sulfate
(Fe2(SO4)3), vanadium oxides (e.g., V2O5), and lithium
nickel cobalt manganese composite oxides, each of
which absorbs lithium. In the above-described formula,
0 < x ≤ 1, and 0 < y ≤ 1. As the active material, one of
these compounds may be used singly, or two or more of
the compounds may be used in combination.
[0049] The binder is added to bind the active material
with the current collector. Examples of the binder include
polytetrafluoro ethylene (PTFE), polyvinylidene fluoride
(PVdF), and a fluororubber.
[0050] The conductive agent is as necessary blended
to improve the current-collection performance and to re-
duce the contact resistance between the active material
and current collector. Examples of the conductive agent
include carbonaceous materials such as acetylene black,
carbon black, and graphite.
[0051] In the positive electrode material layer, the con-
tents of the positive electrode active material and binder
are preferably 80% by mass to 98% by mass, and 2%
by mass to 20% by mass, respectively.
[0052] When the binder content is 2% by mass or more,
sufficient electrode strength can be achieved. When the
binder content is 20% by mass or less, the content of the
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insulator in the electrode can be reduced, and thereby
the internal resistance can be decreased.
[0053] When a conductive agent is added, the contents
of the positive electrode active material, binder, and con-
ductive agent are preferably 77% by mass to 95% by
mass, 2% by mass to 20% by mass, and 3% by mass to
15% by mass, respectively. When the content of the con-
ductive agent is 3% by mass or more, the above-de-
scribed effects can be achieved. By setting the amount
of the conductive agent to 15% by mass or less, the de-
composition of a nonaqueous electrolyte on the surface
of the positive electrode conductive agent in high-tem-
perature storage can be reduced.
[0054] The positive electrode current collector is pref-
erably an aluminum foil or an aluminum alloy foil contain-
ing at least an element selected from Mg, Ti, Zn, Ni, Cr,
Mn, Fe, Cu, and Si.
[0055] The positive electrode current-collecting tab is
preferably a portion of the positive electrode current col-
lector. However, the positive electrode current-collecting
tab may be a separate part from the positive electrode
current collector.

2) Negative Electrode

[0056] As the negative electrode active material, for
example, metal oxides, metal nitrides, alloys, or carbon,
each of which can absorb and release lithium ions, can
be used. It is preferable to use a material capable of ab-
sorbing and releasing lithium ions at a potential of 0.4 V
or higher (with respect to Li/Li+) as the negative electrode
active material.
[0057] The conductive agent is added to improve cur-
rent-collection performance and to reduce the contact
resistance between the negative electrode active mate-
rial and the current collector. Examples of the conductive
agent include carbonaceous materials such as acetylene
black, carbon black, and graphite.
[0058] The binder is blended to fill gaps of the dis-
persed negative electrode active materials and also to
bind the negative electrode active material with the cur-
rent collector. Examples of the binder include poly-
tetrafluoro ethylene (PTFE), polyvinylidene fluoride
(PVdF), fluororubber, and styrene-butadiene rubber.
[0059] The contents of the active material, conductive
agent and binder in the negative electrode material layer
are preferably 68% by mass to 96% by mass, 2% by
mass to 30% by mass, and 2% by mass to 30% by mass,
respectively. When the content of the conductive agent
is 2% by mass or more, the current-collection perform-
ance of the negative electrode layer can be improved.
When the content of the binder is 2% by mass or more,
binding property between the negative electrode material
layer and the current collector is sufficiently achieved,
and excellent cycling characteristics can be expected.
On the other hand, the contents of the conductive agent
and binder are preferably 28% by mass or less respec-
tively, thereby increasing the capacity.

[0060] The current collector is a material which is elec-
trochemically stable at the absorption and release poten-
tial for lithium of the negative electrode active material.
The current collector is preferably made of copper, nickel,
stainless steel or aluminum, or an aluminum alloy con-
taining at least an element selected from Mg, Ti, Zn, Mn,
Fe, Cu, and Si. The thickness of the current collector is
preferably 5 to 20 mm. The current collector having the
thickness can keep a balance between the strength and
weight reduction of the negative electrode.
[0061] The negative electrode current-collecting tab is
preferably a portion of the negative electrode current col-
lector. The negative electrode current-collecting tab may
be a separate part from the negative electrode current
collector.
[0062] The negative electrode is produced by, for ex-
ample, suspending a negative electrode active material,
a binder, and a conductive agent in an ordinary solvent
to prepare a slurry, applying the slurry to a current col-
lector, drying the slurry to form a negative electrode layer,
and then pressing the layer. The negative electrode may
be produced by forming a negative electrode active ma-
terial, a binder, and a conductive agent in pellets to pro-
duce a negative electrode layer, and providing the layer
on a current collector.

3) Separator

[0063] The separator may include a porous film con-
taining, for example, polyethylene, polypropylene, cellu-
lose, or polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF) or nonwoven fab-
ric made of a synthetic resin. Among others, a porous
film containing polyethylene or polypropylene can im-
prove safety because the porous film melts at a fixed
temperature to be able to shut off a current.

4) Electrolytic Solution

[0064] As the electrolytic solution, for example, a non-
aqueous electrolyte can be used.
[0065] The nonaqueous electrolyte may be, for exam-
ple, a liquid nonaqueous electrolyte prepared by dissolv-
ing an electrolyte in an organic solvent or a gel nonaque-
ous electrolyte which is a composite obtained by mixing
a liquid electrolyte and a polymeric material.
[0066] The liquid nonaqueous electrolyte is preferably
prepared by dissolving an electrolyte in an organic sol-
vent in the concentration of 0.5 mol/L to 2.5 mol/L.
[0067] Examples of the electrolyte to be dissolved in
an organic solvent include lithium salts such as lithium
perchlorate (LiClO4), lithium hexafluorophosphate
(LiPF6), lithium tetrafluoroborate (LiBF4), lithium hex-
afluoroarsenate (LiAsF6), lithium trifluoromethanesul-
fonate (LiCF3SO3) and lithium bistrifluoromethylsulfo-
nylimide [LiN(CF3SO2)2], and mixtures thereof. The elec-
trolyte is preferably difficult to be oxidized even at a high
potential and LiPF6 is most preferable.
[0068] Examples of the organic solvent include a cyclic
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carbonate such as propylene carbonate (PC), ethylene
carbonate (EC), or vinylene carbonate; a chain carbonate
such as diethyl carbonate (DEC), dimethyl carbonate
(DMC), or methyl ethyl carbonate (MEC); a cyclic ether
such as tetrahydrofuran (THF), 2-methyl tetrahydrofuran
(2MeTHF), or dioxolane (DOX); a chain ether such as
dimethoxy ethane (DME) or diethoxy ethane (DEE); γ-
butyrolactone (GBL), acetonitrile (AN), and sulfolane
(SL). One of these organic solvents can be used alone,
or a mixed solvent can be used.
[0069] Examples of the polymeric material include pol-
yvinylidene fluoride (PVdF), polyacrylonitrile (PAN), and
polyethylene oxide (PEO).
[0070] Alternatively, an ordinary-temperature molten
salt (ionic melt), polymeric solid electrolyte, or inorganic
solid electrolyte, each of which contains lithium ions, may
be used as the nonaqueous electrolyte.
[0071] The ordinary-temperature molten salt (ionic
melt) means a compound which is an organic salt con-
taining an organic cation and an organic anion, and can
exist as a liquid at normal temperature (15 to 25°C). The
ordinary-temperature molten salt includes an ordinary-
temperature molten salt which exists alone as a liquid,
an ordinary-temperature molten salt which becomes a
liquid after being mixed with an electrolyte, and an ordi-
nary-temperature molten salt which becomes a liquid af-
ter being dissolved in an organic solvent. In general, the
melting point of the ordinary-temperature molten salt
used in nonaqueous electrolyte batteries is 25°C or low-
er. The organic cations generally have a quaternary am-
monium skeleton.
[0072] Next, the invention according to a first embod-
iment will be described in more detail with reference to
the drawings.
[0073] First, a battery as a first example according to
the first embodiment will be described with reference to
FIGS. 1 to 3. FIG. 1 is a schematic perspective view of
the battery as the first example according to the first em-
bodiment. FIG. 2 is a side view of the battery of FIG. 1
as viewed from a viewpoint II. FIG. 3 is an enlarged view
of a portion III of the battery of FIG. 2.
[0074] A battery 100 shown in FIGS. 1 to 3 includes a
container member 3 shown in FIGS. 1 to 3. As shown in
FIGS. 1 and 2, the container member 3 includes a main
part 33 and two terminal-connecting parts 34 adjacent to
the main part 33.
[0075] The main part 33 of the container member 3
has a main surface 33A facing outward and having the
largest area. The main surface 33A of the main part 33
of the container member 3 has a substantially rectangular
shape having a pair of long sides and a pair of short sides.
As shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, the main part 33 of the con-
tainer member 3 further has two side surfaces 33B each
of which extends from each of the two short sides of the
main surface 33A and faces outward.
[0076] Each of the terminal-connecting parts 34 of the
container member 3 extends from each of the two side
surfaces 33B of the main part 33 of the container member

3. The terminal-connecting part 34 of the container mem-
ber 3 includes a first surface 34A facing outward and a
second surface 34B facing inward as a reverse surface
with respect to the first surface 34A. In the container
member 3, the main surface 33A of the main part 33 and
the first surface 34A of the terminal-connecting part are
substantially parallel.
[0077] The container member 3 has a bottom surface
3B shown in FIGS. 2 and 3. The bottom surface 3B of
the container member 3 is a base surface of the battery
100.
[0078] As shown in FIG. 2, a distance from the bottom
surface 3B as the base surface to the main surface 33A
of the main part 33 of the container member 3, that is,
the thickness T33 of the main part 33 is larger than a
distance from the bottom surface 3B to the first surface
34A of the terminal-connecting part 34 of the container
member 3, that is, the thickness T34 of the terminal-con-
necting part 34. That is, as shown in FIG. 2, in the battery
100, the main part 33 of the container member 3 and the
two terminal-connecting parts 34 adjacent thereto form
steps.
[0079] In FIG. 3, an electrode body 1 housed in the
main part 33 of the container member 3 and a lead 2
housed in the terminal-connecting part 34 are indicated
by broken lines. That is, as shown in FIG. 3, the battery
100 includes the electrode body 1 housed in the main
part 33 of the container member 3 and the lead 2 housed
in the terminal-connecting part 34.
[0080] The electrode body 1 includes a sandwiching
part 11. The sandwiching part 11 will be described later
in detail. The lead 2 includes an electrode-connecting
part 21 and a terminal-connecting part 22. The terminal-
connecting part 22 of the lead 2 faces to the second sur-
face 34B of the terminal-connecting part 34 of the con-
tainer member 3. The sandwiching part 11 of the elec-
trode body 1 and the electrode-connecting part 21 are
electrically connected, for example, by welding.
[0081] The battery 100 includes two terminals 5 shown
in FIGS. 1 to 3. In FIG. 3, a portion of the terminal 5
positioned in the container member 3 is indicated by a
broken line. The terminal 5 includes a first end part 51
and a second end part 54 as shown in FIG. 3. The terminal
5 is provided on the terminal-connecting part 34 of the
container member 3 with a gasket 4 sandwiched between
the terminal 5 and the container member 3. The first end
part 51 of the terminal 5 is positioned outside the con-
tainer member 3. The second end part 54 of the terminal
5 is positioned inside the container member 3. The ter-
minal 5 is electrically connected to the terminal-connect-
ing part 22 of the lead 2.
[0082] In the battery 100 as the first example, the thick-
ness T33 of the main part 33 of the container member 3
is larger than the thickness T34 of the terminal-connecting
part 34 of the container member 3, as described above.
Therefore, as shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, the first end part
51 of the terminal 5 provided on the terminal-connecting
part 34 of the container member 3 is positioned at a place
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recessed with respect to the main surface 33A of the
main part 33 of the container member 3. That is, a dis-
tance from the first surface 34A of the terminal-connect-
ing part 34 of the container member 3 to a main surface
51A of the first end part 51 of the terminal 5 is smaller
than a distance from the first surface 34A of the terminal-
connecting part 34 of the container member 3 to a plane
on which the main surface 33A of the main part 33 of the
container member 3 is positioned. The distance de-
scribed herein is a distance in a direction perpendicular
to the main surface 33A of the main part 33 of the con-
tainer member 3.
[0083] By having the above configuration, the battery
100 as the first example 1 can include a space 100S
above the first end part 51 of each of the two terminals
5 as shown in FIG. 2. The space 100S is defined by the
plane on which the main surface 33A of the main part 33
of the container member 3 is positioned and the main
surface 51A of the first end part 51 of the terminal 5. For
example, by providing a member for power distribution
to other batteries or electronic devices, for example, a
bus bar in the space 100S, the bus bar can be connected
to the terminal 5 without being protruded from the plane
where the main surface 33A of the main part 33 of the
container member 3 is positioned. Because of this, when
batteries 100 of the first example are stacked to assemble
a battery module, the bus bar can be prevented from
interfering with stacking of the batteries 100. That is, by
using the battery 100 of the first example, the battery
module can be easily produced.
[0084] Also, as shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, the first surface
34A of the terminal-connecting part 34 of the container
member 3 can have a larger area than that of the side
surface 33B of the main part 33 of the container member
3, for example. Therefore, the terminal-connecting part
34 of the container member 3 can increase the area of
the exposed part of the terminal 5, that is, the main sur-
face 51A of the first end part 51 of the terminal 5. Thereby,
the battery 100 of the first example can exhibit lower ter-
minal resistance than that in the case where the exposed
part of the terminal is provided on the side surface 33B
of the main part 33 of the container member 3.
[0085] Next, the first battery 100 described with refer-
ence to FIGS. 1 to 3 will be described in more detail with
further reference to FIGS. 4 to 6.
[0086] FIG. 4 is a partially exploded perspective view
of the battery shown in FIGS. 1 to 3. FIG. 5 is a schematic
cross-sectional view taken along a line segment V-V’
shown in FIG. 1 of the battery shown in FIGS. 1 to 3. FIG.
6 is an enlarged sectional view of a portion VI of FIG. 5.
[0087] As shown in FIG. 4, the container member 3
included in the battery 100 of the first example includes
a container body 31 and a sealing plate 32. The bottom
surface 3B of the sealing plate 32 is the above-described
bottom surface 3B of the container member 3.
[0088] The container body 31 includes a peripheral
part 35 in addition to the main part 33 and two terminal-
connecting parts 34 of the container member 3, which

are described above. The peripheral part 35 forms the
edge of the container body 31, and has a main surface
35A. The main surface 35A of the peripheral part 35 faces
in the same direction as that of the main surface 33A of
the main part 33 and that of the first surface 34A of the
terminal-connecting part 34.
[0089] The terminal-connecting part 34 includes a ris-
ing part 37 including a tip 37A projected from the second
surface 34B, as shown in FIGS. 5 and 6. As shown in
FIGS. 5 and 6, the tip 37A is positioned inside the con-
tainer member 3.
[0090] As shown in FIGS. 5 and 6, the terminal-con-
necting part 34 further has a through hole 36 penetrating
the terminal-connecting part 34 from the first surface 34A
to the tip 37A of the rising part 37. The through hole 36
includes a tapered part 36R having a diameter reduced
with increasing proximity to the tip 37A of the rising part
37.
[0091] The electrode body 1 housed in the main part
33 of the container member 3 includes an electrode group
(not shown). The electrode group includes a belt-like pos-
itive electrode, a belt-like negative electrode, and two
separators.
[0092] The positive electrode includes a positive elec-
trode current collector and a positive electrode material
layer formed on both surfaces of the positive electrode
current collector. The positive electrode current collector
includes a positive electrode current-collecting tab not
supporting the positive electrode material layer. The pos-
itive electrode current-collecting tab extends in a direc-
tion substantially parallel to a direction in which the pos-
itive electrode extends as a belt-like shape. The negative
electrode includes a negative electrode current collector
and a negative electrode material layer formed on both
surfaces of the negative electrode current collector. The
negative electrode current collector includes a negative
electrode current-collecting tab not supporting a negative
electrode material layer. The negative electrode current-
collecting tab extends in a direction substantially parallel
to a direction in which the negative electrode extends as
a belt-like shape.
[0093] The positive electrode, the negative electrode,
and the separators are stacked such that the positive
electrode material layer and the negative electrode ma-
terial layer are opposed to each other with the separator
sandwiched therebetween and the negative electrode is
sandwiched between the two separators. This stacking
is performed such that the positive electrode current-col-
lecting tab and the negative electrode current-collecting
tab protrude in mutually opposite directions. The stack
thus obtained is wound with the negative electrode dis-
posed inside, whereby an electrode group is formed.
[0094] The positive electrode current-collecting tab
protruding from the electrode group is sandwiched by the
sandwiching part 11 shown in FIG. 4. Similarly, the neg-
ative electrode current-collecting tab protruding from the
electrode group is sandwiched by the same sandwiching
part as the sandwiching part 11. The other portion of the
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electrode group is covered with an insulating tape 12
shown in FIG. 4.
[0095] As shown in FIG. 4, the lead 2 housed in the
terminal-connecting part 34 of the container member 3
includes the electrode-connecting part 21 and the termi-
nal-connecting part 22 integrated therewith. The termi-
nal-connecting part 22 has a through hole 23. As said
before, the terminal-connecting part 22 of the lead 2 faces
the second surface 34B of the terminal-connecting part
34 of the container member 3. The electrode-connecting
part 21 of the lead 2 is electrically connected to the sand-
wiching part 11 of the electrode body 1.
[0096] As shown in FIGS. 4 to 6, the gasket 4 includes
a flange part 41 having a main surface 41A and a shaft
42 extending from the flange part 41. The shaft 42 is a
main part of the gasket 4, and includes a tip 42A. The
gasket 4 has a through hole 43 penetrating from the main
surface 41A of the flange part 41 to the tip 42A of the
shaft 42.
[0097] As shown in FIGS. 4 to 6, the flange part 41 of
the gasket 4 is mounted on the first surface 34A of the
terminal-connecting part 34 of the container member 3.
On the other hand, the shaft 42 of the gasket 4 is inserted
into the through hole 36 of the terminal-connecting part
34 of the container member 3. When the shaft 42 of the
gasket 4 is inserted into the through hole 36 of the con-
tainer member 3, the inclination of the tapered part 36R
is reflected on the surface of a portion of the through hole
43 of the gasket 4 corresponding to the tapered part 36R
of the through hole 36 of the terminal-connecting part 34
of the container member.
[0098] As shown in FIGS. 5 and 6, the terminal 5 in-
cludes a flange part 51 as a first end part and a caulked
part 54 as a second end part. The terminal 5 further in-
cludes a main part 52 between the flange part 51 and
the caulked part 54. The main part 52 extends in an axial
direction X from the flange part 51 toward the caulked
part 54. The main part 52 includes a diameter-reduction
part 53. The diameter-reduction part 53 has a diameter
that reduces with increasing proximity to the caulked part
54.
[0099] As shown in FIGS. 5 and 6, the main part 52 of
the terminal 5 is inserted into the through hole 43 of the
gasket 4. Thereby, a part of the shaft 42 of the gasket 4
is sandwiched between the tapered part 36R of the con-
tainer member 3 and the diameter-reduction part 53 of
the terminal 5.
[0100] The battery 100 further includes a restraining
ring 6 and an insulating member 7 shown in FIGS. 4 to 6.
[0101] The rising part 37 of the container member 3 is
inserted into the restraining ring 6. Thereby, the restrain-
ing ring 6 is positioned around the rising part 37.
[0102] As shown in FIG. 4, the insulating member is a
platelike member having a through hole 71. As shown in
FIGS. 4 to 6, the tip 37A of the rising part 37 of the ter-
minal-connecting part 34 of the container member 3 and
the tip 42A of the shaft 42 of the gasket 4 are opposed
to the terminal-connecting part 22 of the lead 2 via the

platelike insulating member 7. The through hole 43 of the
gasket 4, the through hole 71 of the insulating member
7, and the through hole 23 of the lead 2 are in commu-
nication with each other to form a continuous hole.
[0103] The main part 52 of the terminal 5 is inserted
into a through hole formed by the through hole 43 of the
gasket 4, the through hole 71 of the insulating member
7, and the through hole 23 of the lead 2. A portion 54 of
the terminal 5 which passes through the through hole 71
of the insulating member 7 is caulked and fixed to the
insulating member 7. Thereby, the caulked part 54 is
formed.
[0104] In the terminal structure shown in FIGS. 4 to 6,
the inclination angle θ2 of the tapered part 36R of the
container member 3 with respect to the axial direction X
of the main part 52 of the terminal 5 is larger than the
inclination angle θ1 of the diameter-reduction part 53 of
the terminal 5 with respect to the axial direction X of the
main part 52 of the terminal 5. The circumference of the
rising part 37 of the terminal-connecting part 34 of the
container member 3 is restrained by the restraining ring 6.
[0105] The inclination angle θ2 of the tapered part 36R
is larger than the inclination angle θ1 of the diameter-
reduction part 53, so that the diameter-reduction part 53
of the terminal 5 can contain a portion having a diameter
larger than the diameter of the through hole 43 of the
gasket 4 on which the inclination angle θ2 of the tapered
part 36R is reflected, when the terminal 5 is inserted into
the through hole 43 of the gasket 4. Specifically, a portion
422 of the shaft 42 of the gasket 4 having a smaller di-
ameter than the diameter of the diameter-reduction part
53 of the terminal 5 is positioned close to the tip 37A of
the rising part 37. This portion 422 is greatly compressed
due to insertion of the main part 52 of the terminal 5. On
the other hand, in a portion 421 of the shaft 42 of the
gasket 4 positioned close to an edge part 38 of the
through hole 36 of the container member 3, the diameter
of the through hole 43 is larger than the diameter of the
diameter-reduction part 53 of the terminal 5, whereby the
portion 421 is hardly compressed. Therefore, by insertion
of the terminal 5 into the through hole 43 of the gasket
4, as shown in FIG. 6, the thickness T1 of the first portion
421 of the shaft 42 of the gasket 4 is get larger than the
thickness T2 of a second portion 422, where the second
portion 422 is close to the tip 37A of the rising part 37 of
the container member 3 with respect to the first portion
421.
[0106] The second portion 422 of the shaft 42 of the
gasket 4 is strongly compressed by the rising part 37 of
the container member 3 and the diameter-reduction part
53 of the terminal 5, so that a repulsive elastic force as
a counteraction thereof is applied to the rising part 37
and the diameter-reduction part 53. The circumference
of the rising part 37 is restricted by the restraining ring 6,
so that the repulsive elastic force generated from the sec-
ond portion 422 of the gasket 4 and the pressure gener-
ated from the diameter-reduction part 53 of the terminal
5 are transmitted to the restraining ring 6 through the
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rising part 37. The restraining ring 6 can apply the re-
straining force as the counteraction against the repulsive
elastic force and the pressure to the gasket 4 and the
terminal 5 through the rising part 37.
[0107] Because of these, the terminal structure shown
in FIG. 4 to FIG. 6 can exhibit high sealing performance
between the gasket 4 and the terminal 5 and between
the gasket 4 and the container member 3. The shaft 42
of the gasket 4 is strongly compressed by a portion close
to the tip 37A of the rising part 37 of the container member
3, so that the sizes of the infiltration path of fluid to the
container member 3 and the outflow path of fluid from
the container member 3 can be minimized.
[0108] Furthermore, for example, in a nonaqueous
electrolyte battery including the terminal structure shown
in FIGS. 4 to 6, the rising part 37 of the container member
3 is deformed such that the diameter of the through hole
36 is reduced when the internal pressure of the battery
is increased, whereby the terminal 5 can be further tight-
ened.
[0109] In the battery 100 of the first example described
above, as shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, the main part 33 is
sandwiched between the two terminal-connecting parts
34.
[0110] Also, one terminal 5 is electrically connected to
the terminal-connecting part 22 of one lead 2. The elec-
trode-connecting part 21 of the lead 2 is electrically con-
nected to one sandwiching part 11. The sandwiching part
11 sandwiches the positive electrode current-collecting
tab of the electrode body 1, and is electrically connected
to the positive electrode current-collecting tab. Thus, one
terminal 5 is electrically connected to the positive elec-
trode of the electrode body 1. That is, one terminal 5 is
a positive electrode terminal. Similarly, the other terminal
5 is electrically connected to the terminal-connecting part
22 of one lead 2. The electrode-connecting part 21 of the
lead 2 is electrically connected to one sandwiching part
11. The sandwiching part 11 sandwiches the negative
electrode current-collecting tab of the electrode body 1,
and is electrically connected to the negative electrode
current-collecting tab. Thus, one terminal 5 is electrically
connected to the negative electrode of the electrode body
1. That is, one terminal 5 is a negative electrode terminal.
[0111] Therefore, in the battery 100 of the first exam-
ple, the terminals 5 include the positive electrode terminal
and the negative electrode terminal. The terminal-con-
necting part 34 of the container member 3 includes a first
terminal-connecting part and a second terminal-connect-
ing part. The first terminal-connecting part and the sec-
ond terminal-connecting part are adjacent to the main
part 33 with the main part 33 of the container member 3
interposed therebetween. The positive electrode termi-
nal is provided on the first terminal-connecting part. The
negative electrode terminal is provided on the second
terminal-connecting part.
[0112] Next, a battery as a second example not ac-
cording to the invention will be described with reference
to FIG. 7.

[0113] A battery 100 of the second example shown in
FIG. 7 is the same as the battery 100 of the first example
shown in FIGS. 1 to 6 except that a first surface 34A of
a terminal-connecting part 34 of a container member 3
is inclined with respect to a main surface 33A of a main
part 33 of the container member 3.
[0114] Also in the battery 100 of the second example
shown in FIG. 7, the thickness T33 of the main part 33 of
the container member 3 is larger than the thickness T34
of the terminal-connecting part 34 of the container mem-
ber 3. Therefore, in the battery 100 of the second exam-
ple, as shown in FIG. 7, an upper end part 4E of a gasket
4 is positioned at a place recessed from the main surface
33A of the main part 33 of the container member 3. Also,
an upper end part 5E of a terminal 5 is positioned at a
place recessed from the main surface 33A of the main
part 33 of the container member 3. A connecting member
to be connected to the terminal 5 having the upper end
part 5E positioned at the place recessed from the main
surface 33A of the main part 33 of the container member
3 can be fitted in a space 100S defined by a plane on
which the main surface 33A of the main part 33 of the
container member 3 is positioned and a main surface
51A of a first end part 51 of the terminal 5, as shown in
FIG. 7. As a result, the battery 100 of the second example
can also be easily assembled into a battery module as
with the battery 100 of the first example.
[0115] Furthermore, in the battery 100 of the second
example, the area of the main surface 51A of the first
end part 51 of the terminal 5 is larger than that of the
battery 100 of the first example. Therefore, the battery
100 of the second example can exhibit lower terminal
resistance than that of the battery 100 of the first example.
[0116] As described above, when the first surface 34A
of the terminal-connecting part 34 of the container mem-
ber 3 is inclined with respect to the main surface 33A of
the main part 33 of the container member 3 as shown in
FIG. 7, the thickness T34 of the terminal-connecting part
34 of the container member 3 may be an average dis-
tance from a base surface 3B of the battery 100 to the
first surface 34A of the terminal-connecting part 34.
[0117] In the battery 100 of the second example de-
scribed above, as shown in FIG. 7, the main part 33 is
sandwiched between the two terminal-connecting parts
34.
[0118] The battery 100 of the second example includes
a positive electrode terminal and a negative electrode
terminal as the terminal 5 as with the battery 100 of the
first example.
[0119] Thus, in the battery 100 of the second example,
the terminals 5 include the positive electrode terminal
and the negative electrode terminal as with the battery
100 as the first example. The terminal-connecting part
34 of the container member 3 includes a first terminal-
connecting part and a second terminal-connecting part.
The first terminal-connecting part and the second termi-
nal-connecting part are adjacent to the main part 33 with
the main part 33 of the container member 3 interposed
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therebetween. The positive electrode terminal is provid-
ed on the first terminal-connecting part. The negative
electrode terminal is provided on the second terminal-
connecting part.
[0120] As described above, in the batteries 100 of the
first and second examples, the positive electrode termi-
nal and the negative electrode terminal are respectively
provided in the different terminal-connecting parts 34.
However, the container member of the battery according
to the first embodiment may include a terminal-connect-
ing part on which both of a positive electrode terminal
and a negative electrode terminal are provided.
[0121] Next, a method for measuring the inclination an-
gle of a diameter-reduction part of a terminal and the
inclination angle of a tapered part of a container member
in a battery, and a method for measuring the thickness
of a gasket will be described.
[0122] First, a resin is injected into a battery, and the
resin is cured. By cutting the battery having the cured
inner part, the cross-section of the battery can be ob-
tained while the positions of a container member, gasket,
terminal, and restraining member are held.
[0123] The inclination angle can be confirmed from
cross-sections obtained by cutting the battery in an x di-
rection, a y direction, and a direction of 45 degrees, based
on the axial direction of the terminal, for example. When
the inclination angle of the tapered part of the container
member is measured and the tapered part arrives at the
tip of the rising part, the inclination angle at the tip of the
rising part is measured. On the other hand, when the
tapered part does not arrive at the tip of the rising part,
the inclination angle of a portion of the tapered part close
to the tip of the rising part is measured. When the angle
of inclination of the diameter-reduction part of the termi-
nal is measured and the tapered part arrives at the tip of
the rising part, the inclination angle of a portion of the
diameter-reduction part which sandwiches a part of the
gasket together with the tip of the rising part is measured.
On the other hand, when the tapered part does not arrive
at the tip of the rising part, the inclination angle of a portion
of the diameter-reduction part which is opposed to a por-
tion close to the tip of the rising part in the tapered part
of the rising part to sandwich a part of the gasket there-
between is measured.
[0124] The thickness of the gasket can be confirmed
from the cross-section obtained by cutting the battery
along the axial direction of the terminal, for example. The
thickness of the gasket is measured as a thickness in a
direction perpendicular to the surface of the through hole
of the rising part with which the gasket is brought into
contact.
[0125] In the battery according to the first embodiment,
the thickness of the main part of the container member
is larger than the thickness of the terminal-connecting
part of the container member. Therefore, the battery ac-
cording to the first embodiment can not only increase the
area of the terminal provided on the terminal-connecting
part, but also can fit a bus bar used for producing a battery

module into a space provided by a difference in thickness
between the terminal-connecting part and the main part.
As a result, the battery according to the first embodiment
can exhibit low terminal resistance, and can be easily
assembled into a battery module.

(SECOND EMBODIMENT)

[0126] According to a second embodiment, a battery
module is provided. The battery module includes batter-
ies, each of which is the battery according to the first
embodiment, and a bus bar. The terminal of one of the
batteries is electrically connected to the terminal of an-
other of the batteries via the bus bar.
[0127] Hereinafter, a battery module according to a
second embodiment will be described with reference to
the drawings.
[0128] First, a battery module as an example according
to the second embodiment will be described with refer-
ence to FIGS. 8 to 10.
[0129] FIG. 8 is a schematic perspective view of a bat-
tery module as a first example according to the second
embodiment. FIG. 9 is an enlarged view of a portion IX
of FIG. 8. FIG. 10 is a perspective view of several exam-
ples of bus bars which can be included in the battery
module according to the second embodiment.
[0130] A battery module 200 as the first example
shown in FIGS. 8 and 9 includes first to fourth batteries
100A to 100D and first to fifth bus bars 210, 220, 230,
240 and 250.
[0131] The first to fourth batteries 100A to 100D are
the same as the battery 100 as the first example de-
scribed with reference to FIGS. 1 to 3. A main surface
33A of a main part 33 of a container member 3 of the first
battery 100A is in contact with a main surface 33A of a
main part 33 of a container member 3 of the second bat-
tery 100B. A bottom surface 3B of the container member
3 of the second battery 100B is in contact with a bottom
surface 3B of a container member 3 of the third battery
100C. A main surface 33A of a main part 33 of a container
member 3 of the third battery 100C is in contact with a
main surface 33A of a main part 33 of a container member
3 of the fourth battery 100D. Thus, as shown in FIG. 8,
the first battery 100A to the fourth battery 100D are
stacked in a direction S substantially perpendicular to the
bottom surface 3B of each of the batteries.
[0132] The first bus bar 210 has a belt-like shape ex-
tending from a first end part 211 to a second end part
212, as shown in FIG. 10(a). As shown in FIGS. 8 and
10, the first end part 211 of the first bus bar 210 is con-
nected to a terminal 5 provided on the terminal-connect-
ing part 34 of the first battery 100A. This connection is
made by welding. The terminal 5 is a positive electrode
terminal of the first battery 100A. The second end part
212 of the first bus bar 210 includes a connection mech-
anism 213 for an external terminal. The connection
mechanism 213 shown in FIG. 10 is a depression. How-
ever, the form of the connection mechanism 213 may be
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other form such as a protrusion or a through hole without
particular limitation. The connection mechanism 213 can
be connected to a positive electrode input terminal of an
electronic device, for example.
[0133] As shown in FIGS. 8 and 9, the second bus bar
220 includes two auxiliary bus bars 221 and 222. The
auxiliary bus bar 221 has a belt-like shape extending from
a first end part 221A to a second end part 221B. The first
end part 221A of the auxiliary bus bar 221 is connected
to the terminal 5 which is a negative electrode terminal
of the first battery 100A. The auxiliary bus bar 222 has a
belt-like shape extending from a first end part 222A to a
second end part 222B. The first end part 222A of the
auxiliary bus bar 222 is connected to the terminal 5 which
is a positive electrode terminal of the second battery
100B. The second end part 221B of the auxiliary bus bar
221 and the second end part 222B of the auxiliary bus
bar 222 are connected to each other by welding to form
a welded part 223 of the second bus bar 220.
[0134] As shown in FIG. 8, the third bus bar 230 has
a U shape. The third bus bar 230 includes a first end part
231 and a second end part 232. The first end part 231
of the third bus bar 230 is connected to the terminal 5
which is a negative electrode terminal of the second bat-
tery 100B. The second end part 232 of the third bus bar
230 is connected to the terminal 5 which is a positive
electrode terminal of the third battery 100C.
[0135] As shown in FIG. 8, the fourth bus bar 240 in-
cludes two auxiliary bus bars 241 and 242. The auxiliary
bus bar 241 has a belt-like shape extending from a first
end part 241A to a second end part 241B. The first end
part 241A of the auxiliary bus bar 241 is connected to
the terminal 5 which is a negative electrode terminal of
the third battery 100C. The auxiliary bus bar 242 has a
belt-like shape extending from a first end part 242A to a
second end part 242B. The first end part 242A of the
auxiliary bus bar 242 is connected to the terminal 5 which
is a positive electrode terminal of the fourth battery 100D.
The second end part 241B of the auxiliary bus bar 241
and the second end part 242B of the auxiliary bus bar
242 are connected to each other by welding to form a
welded part 243 of the second bus bar 240.
[0136] The fifth bus bar 250 has the same structure as
that of the first bus bar 210 shown in FIG. 10(a), and has
a belt-like shape extending from a first end part 251 to a
second end part 252. As shown in FIG. 8, the first end
part 251 of the fifth bus bar 250 is connected to the ter-
minal 5 provided on the terminal-connecting part 34 of
the fourth battery 100D. The terminal 5 is a negative elec-
trode terminal of the fourth battery 100D. The second
end part 252 of the fifth bus bar 250 includes a connection
mechanism (not shown) for an external terminal. The
connection mechanism of the fifth bus bar 250 can be
connected to a negative electrode input terminal of an
electronic device, for example.
[0137] As shown in FIG. 8, an insulating member 8 is
inserted between the first bus bar 210 and the third bus
bar 230. Similarly, the insulating member 8 is also insert-

ed between the third bus bar 230 and the fifth bus bar 250.
[0138] By the connection described above, the first to
fourth batteries 100A to 100D are connected in series
via the second to fourth bus bars 220 to 240 to constitute
the battery module 200. The battery module 200 includes
the second end part 212 of the first bus bar 210 and the
second end part 252 of the fifth bus bar 250, each of
which is an external connection terminal.
[0139] As shown in FIG. 8, the first end part 211 of the
first bus bar 210, the first end parts 221A and 222A of
the auxiliary bus bars 221 and 222 of the second bus bar
220, the first and second end parts 231 and 232 of the
third bus bar 230, the first end parts 221A and 222A of
the auxiliary bus bars 241 and 242 of the fourth bus bar
240, and the first end part 251 of the fifth bus bar 250 are
fitted in each of spaces 100S (see FIG. 2) provided by a
difference in thickness between the main parts 3 of the
container members 3 and the terminal-connecting parts
34 of the first to fourth batteries 100A to 100D. Therefore,
in the battery module 200 as an example shown in FIGS.
8 and 9, the four batteries 100A to 100D can be stacked
while interference from the five bus bars 210 to 250 is
suppressed.
[0140] Should be noted that the first bus bar 210 shown
in FIG. 10(a) has a belt-like shape, but as shown in FIGS.
10(b) and 10(c), the first bus bar 210 can have a shape
except than a belt-like shape. Similarly, the second bus
bar 220 to the fifth bus bar 250 can have various shapes.
[0141] Furthermore, in each of the batteries 100A to
100D of the first example, as described above, the pos-
itive electrode terminal is provided on one of the two ter-
minal-connecting parts 34 provided adjacent to the main
part 33 with the main part 33 of the container member 3
sandwiched therebetween, and the negative electrode
terminal is provided on the other terminal-connecting
part. Therefore, in each of the batteries 100A to 100D of
the first example, the positive electrode terminal and the
bus bar can be connected without concern for interfer-
ence from connection between the negative electrode
terminal and the bus bar. Similarly, the negative electrode
terminal and the bus bar can be connected without con-
cern for interference from connection between the posi-
tive electrode terminal and the bus bar. That is, by using
the batteries 100A to 100D of the first example, the bat-
tery module can be easily constructed as compared with
the case of using the battery in which the positive elec-
trode terminal and the negative electrode terminal are
provided on the same terminal-connecting part of the
container member.
[0142] In the battery module 200 as the first example,
each of the terminals of the batteries 100A to 100D as
the first example can be fitted in the space between the
terminal-connecting parts 34 facing each other. There-
fore, the terminals 5 of the batteries 100A to 100D of the
first example are not exposed to the outside. Therefore,
the battery module 200 of the first example can protect
the terminals 5 of the batteries 100A to 100D of the first
example from external shock or the like.
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[0143] Furthermore, in the battery module 200 as the
first example, as shown in FIG. 9, the thickness d of the
second bus bar 220 can be set to be equal to a distance
between the main surface 51A of the first end part 51 of
one terminal 5 of the first battery 100A and the main sur-
face 51A of the first end part 51 of one terminal 5 of the
second battery 100B. The connection via such a second
bus bar 220 allows a relative position between the first
battery 100A and the second battery 100B to be main-
tained while securing electrical connection therebe-
tween. Similarly, the thickness of the fourth bus bar 240
can be set to be equal to a distance between the main
surface of the first end part of one terminal 5 of the third
battery 100C and the main surface of the first end part
of one terminal 5 of the fourth battery 100D. The connec-
tion via such a fourth bus bar 240 allows a relative position
between the third battery 100C and the fourth battery
100D to be maintained while securing electrical connec-
tion therebetween.
[0144] A terminal-connecting part 34 of the second bat-
tery 100B and a terminal-connecting part 34 of the third
battery 100C can be sandwiched between the first end
part 231 and the second end part 232 of the U-shaped
third bus bar 230. Such a third bus bar 230 can maintain
a relative position between the second battery 100B and
the third battery 100C while securing electrical connec-
tion therebetween.
[0145] That is, in the battery module 200 of the first
example, the second bus bar, the third bus bar, and the
fourth bus bar can prevent the positional deviation of each
of the first to fourth batteries 100A to 100D while securing
the electrical connection among the batteries. Therefore,
in the battery module of the first example, a further bind-
ing member for preventing the positional deviation of
each of the batteries 100A to 100D may not be used. If
the further binding member is used, a load may be applied
to each of the batteries. The non-use of the binding mem-
ber makes it possible to prevent an unnecessary load
from being applied to each of the batteries.
[0146] Of course, in the battery module according to
the second embodiment, a further binding member can
also be used in order to prevent the positional deviation
of each of the batteries. The further binding member is
not particularly limited. For example, the battery module
200 shown in FIG. 8 may further include a binding mem-
ber for binding the batteries 100A to 100D in the stacking
direction S thereof.
[0147] In addition, when the bus bar or the auxiliary
bus bar is welded to the first end part 51 of the terminal
5, in the batteries 100A to 100D as the first example, the
use of the first end part 51 of the terminal 5 protruding
from the first surface 34A of the terminal-connecting part
34A as a positioning guide can facilitate positioning be-
tween the bus bar or the auxiliary bus bar and the first
end part 51 of the terminal 5. In particular, the provision
of a recess corresponding to the first end part 51 on the
bus bar or the auxiliary bus bar can further facilitate the
positioning. In addition, in each of the batteries 100A to

100D as the first example, the main surface 33A and the
bottom surface 3B of the main part 33 of the container
member 3 can be parallel to the first surface 34A of the
two terminal-connecting parts 34 and to the main surface
51A of the first end part 51 of the terminal 5. In the bat-
teries 100A to 100D, the contact surface between the
bus bar or the auxiliary bus bar and the main surface 51A
of the first end part 51 of the terminal 5 can be parallel
to the main surface 33A and the bottom surface 3B of
the main part 33 of the container member 3. Because of
this, in each of the batteries 100A to 100D of the first
example, the terminal 5 and the bus bar or the auxiliary
bus bar can be more easily welded in a stable state.
[0148] Next, a battery module as a second example
not according to the invention will be described with ref-
erence to FIG. 11.
[0149] FIG. 11 is an enlarged plan view of each of con-
nection points each between a bus bar and a battery of
the battery module as the second example according to
the second embodiment.
[0150] Each of the connection points shown in FIGS.
11(a), 11(b), 11(c), and 11(d) is a connection point of a
battery module of an example assembled using the bat-
tery 100 as the second example according to the first
embodiment described with reference to FIG. 7. FIGS.
11(a) and 11(b) correspond to a connection point be-
tween the negative electrode terminal 5 of the first battery
100A and the positive electrode terminal 5 of the second
battery 100B via the second bus bar 220, as described
with reference to FIGS. 8 and 9. FIG. 11(c) corresponds
to a connection point between the negative electrode ter-
minal 5 of the second battery 100B and the positive elec-
trode terminal 5 of the third battery 100C via the third bus
bar 230, as described with reference to FIG. 8. FIG. 11(d)
corresponds to a connection point between the negative
electrode terminal 5 of the fourth battery 100D and the
fifth bus bar 250, as described with reference to FIG. 8.
[0151] In the example shown in FIG. 11(a), a bus bar
block 260 is used, in place of the second bus bar 220
shown in FIGS. 8 and 9. The bus bar block 260 is con-
nected to both the negative electrode terminal 5 of the
first battery 100A and the positive electrode terminal 5
of the second battery 100B at each of welding points 261
by welding.
[0152] Alternatively, as shown in FIG. 11(b), it is also
possible to connect the negative electrode terminal 5 of
the first battery 100A and the positive electrode terminal
5 of the second battery 100B via a bus bar 270 bent in
an L shape. The bus bar 270 includes a first end part 271
and a second end part 272. The bus bar 270 is bent at
the place of a bent part 273. In the example shown in
FIG. 11(b), the first end part 271 of the bus bar 270 is
welded to the negative electrode terminal 5 of the first
battery 100A. The second end part 272 of the bus bar
270 is welded to the positive electrode terminal 5 of the
second battery 100B.
[0153] In the example shown in FIG. 11(c), connection
is made by using a bus bar 280 bent in an L shape, in
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place of the third bus bar 230 shown in FIG. 8. The bus
bar 280 includes a first end part 281 and a second end
part 282. The bus bar 280 is bent at the place of a bent
part 283. In the example shown in FIG. 11(c), the first
end part of the bus bar 280 is welded to the negative
electrode terminal 5 of the second battery 100B. The sec-
ond end part 282 of the bus bar 280 is welded to the
positive electrode terminal 5 of the third battery 100C.
[0154] In the example shown in FIG. 11(d), the fifth bus
bar 250 shown in FIG. 8 is bent. The bus bar 250 is bent
at the place of a bent part 253.
[0155] As with the batteries 100A to 100D as the first
example, in each of the batteries 100A to 100D as the
second example, a positive electrode terminal is provided
on one of the two terminal-connecting parts 34 provided
adjacent to the main part 33 with the main part 33 of the
container member 3 sandwiched therebetween, and a
negative electrode terminal is provided on the other ter-
minal-connecting part 34. Therefore, for the same reason
as in the case of using the batteries 100A to 100D as the
first example, the use of the batteries 100A to 100D as
the second example makes it possible to easily constitute
the battery module as compared with the case of using
the battery in which the positive electrode terminal and
the negative electrode terminal are provided on the same
terminal-connecting part of the container member.
[0156] In the battery module 200 of the second exam-
ple, as shown in FIGS. 11(a) and 11(b), for example, the
bus bar block 100 or the bus bar 270 can be fitted in a
space 300 between the first end part 51 of one terminal
5 of the first battery 100A and the first end part 51 of one
terminal 5 of the second battery 100B. That is, the use
of the batteries 100A to 100D of the second example
makes it possible to prevent at least a part of the bus bar
from protruding from the terminal-connecting part 34. The
battery module 200 thus produced can reduce the occu-
pied ratio of the battery module 200 to an automobile or
an electronic device on which the battery module 200 is
mounted, for example.
[0157] The battery module 200 of the second example
including the batteries 100 of the second example allows
connection among the batteries via the bus bar and/or
the bus bar block after the batteries 100 are positioned.
Therefore, the use of the battery 100 of the second ex-
ample can facilitate the dimensional design of the battery
module.
[0158] The battery module according to the second
embodiment includes the battery according to the first
embodiment, so that the battery module can be easily
assembled, and the battery module can exhibit low ter-
minal resistance.

[Examples]

[0159] The present invention will be described in more
detail below with reference to examples.

(Example 1)

[0160] In Example 1, a battery unit 100 of Example 1
was produced, which had the same structure as that of
a battery 100 shown in FIGS. 1 to 3 except that an elec-
trode body 1 and a nonaqueous electrolyte were not
housed.
[0161] In the battery unit 100 as Example 1, the thick-
ness T33 of a main part 33 of a container member 3 was
12 mm, and the thickness T34 of a terminal-connecting
part 34 of the container member 3 was 7 mm. A main
surface 51A of a first end part 51 of each of two terminals
5 had an area of 120 mm2. The first end part 51 (exposed
portion) of each of the two terminals 5 had a height of
0.9 mm.

(Example 2 not according with the invention)

[0162] In Example 2, a battery unit 100 of Example 2
was produced, which had the same structure as that of
a battery 100 shown in FIG. 7 except that an electrode
body 1 and a nonaqueous electrolyte were not housed.
[0163] In the battery unit 100 of Example 2, the thick-
ness T33 of a main part 33 of a container member 3 was
12 mm, and the thickness T34 of a terminal-connecting
part 34 of the container member 3 was 6.8 mm. A main
surface 51A of a first end part 51 of each of two terminals
5 had an area of 120 mm2. A portion of the first end part
51 of each of the two terminals 5 exposed from a gasket
4 had a height of 0.9 mm. A distance from an upper end
part 4E of the gasket 4 to a main surface 33A of the
container member 3, that is, a distance by which the gas-
ket 4 is recessed with respect to the main surface 33A
of the container member 3 was 0.9 mm. A distance by
which an upper end part 5E of the terminal 5 is recessed
with respect to the main surface 33A of the container
member 3 was 1.0 mm.

(Comparative Example 1)

[0164] In Comparative Example 1, a battery unit 100’
as Comparative Example 1 having a structure shown in
FIG. 12 as a side view was produced. The battery unit
100’ of Comparative Example 1 shown in FIG. 12 is the
same as the battery unit 100 as Example 1 except that
the thickness T33 of a main part 33 in a container member
3 is the same as the thickness T34 of a terminal-connect-
ing part 34.

(Comparative Example 2)

[0165] In Comparative Example 2, a battery unit 100’
as Comparative Example 2 having a structure shown in
FIG. 13 as a side view was produced. The battery unit
100’ as Comparative Example 2 shown in FIG. 13 is the
same as the battery unit 100 as Example 1 except that
a container member 3 does not include a terminal-con-
necting part 34, and a terminal 5 and a gasket 4 are pro-
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vided on a side surface 33B of a main part 33 of the
container member 3. In particular, the size of the main
part 33 of the container member 3 in the battery unit 100
of Example 1 is the same as that in the battery unit 100’
of Comparative Example 2.
[0166] In the battery unit 100’ of Comparative Example
2, a main surface 51A of a first end part 51 of each of the
two terminals 5 had an area of 120 mm2. That is, in the
battery unit 100’ of Comparative Example 2, an exposed
part of the terminal 5 had a smaller area than that of each
of the battery units 100 of Examples 1 and 2.

(Assembly of Battery Module)

[0167] Using the four battery units 100 of Example 1,
the battery module 200 of Example 1 having the same
structure as that of the battery module 200 shown in FIG.
8 and FIG. 9 was assembled. As the first bus bar 210
and the fifth bus bar 250, a plate material having a thick-
ness of 2 mm and made of Ni-plated pure aluminum was
used. As each of the auxiliary bus bars 221 and 222 con-
stituting the second bus bar 220, and the auxiliary bus
bars 241 and 242 constituting the fourth bus bar 240, a
plate material having a thickness of 2 mm and made of
Ni-plated pure aluminum was used. As the third bus bar
230, a plate material having a thickness of 2 mm, made
of Ni-plated pure aluminum, and being a U-shaped mem-
ber was used. The battery module 200 of Example 1
could be assembled without the bus bars 210 to 250 in-
terfering with stacking the battery units 100A to 100D.
[0168] The battery module 200 of Example 2 was as-
sembled in the same manner as in Example 1 except
that the battery unit 100 of Example 2 was used. In the
battery module 200 as Example 2, a connection between
the negative electrode terminal 5 of the first battery unit
100A and the positive electrode terminal 5 of the second
battery unit 100B, and a connection between the negative
electrode terminal 5 of the third battery unit 100C and
the positive electrode terminal 5 of the fourth battery unit
100D were done as shown in FIG. 11(b). In the battery
module 200 of Example 2, the negative electrode termi-
nal 5 of the second battery unit 100B and the positive
electrode terminal 5 of the third battery unit 100C were
connected as shown in FIG. 11(c). The battery module
200 of Example 2 could be assembled without the bus
bars 210 to 250 interfering with stacking of the battery
units 100A to 100D.
[0169] Using the four battery units 100’ as Comparative
Example 1, an attempt was made to produce a battery
module in the same manner as in Example 1. However,
the bus bars 210 to 250 interfered with stacking of the
battery units 100A’ to 100D’, and the battery units 100A’
to 100D’ could not be assembled.

[Evaluation]

[0170] Thus, the battery units 100 of each of Examples
1 and 2 could be easily assembled into the battery module

200. On the other hand, the battery units 100’ of Com-
parative Example 1 in each of which the thickness T33 of
the main part 33 was the same as the thickness T34 of
the terminal-connecting part 34 could not be assembled
into the battery module because of the interference of
the bus bars.
[0171] In the battery units 100 of Examples 1 and 2,
the area of the exposed part of the terminal 5 could be
made larger than that of the battery unit 100’ of Compar-
ative Example 2. The size of the main part 33 of the con-
tainer member 3 in each of the battery units 100 of Ex-
amples 1 and 2 is the same as that in the battery unit
100’ of Comparative Example 2. As the area of the ex-
posed part of the terminal in the batteries having the same
output is larger, the terminal resistance can be lowered.
Therefore, the battery 100 produced by incorporating the
electrode body 1 shown in FIG. 4 in each of the battery
units 100 of Examples 1 and 2 can exhibit lower terminal
resistance than that of the battery produced by incorpo-
rating the same electrode body 1 into the battery unit 100’
of Comparative Example 2.
[0172] The battery according to at least one of the em-
bodiments and Examples explained above includes the
container member including the main part the thickness
of which is larger than the thickness of the terminal-con-
necting part of the container member. Therefore, in the
battery, not only an area of the terminal provided on the
terminal-connecting part can be increased, but also a
bus bar which is used in the assembly of the battery mod-
ule can be fitted in a space provided by a difference in
thickness between the terminal-connecting part and the
main part. As a result, the battery can exhibit low terminal
resistance, and can be easily assembled into a battery
module.
[0173] While certain embodiments of the present in-
vention have been described, these embodiments have
been presented by way of example only, and are not
intended to limit the scope of the invention.

Reference Signs List

[0174] 100, 100A, 100B, 100C and 100D: battery;
100S: space; 1: electrode body; 11: sandwiching mem-
ber; 12: insulating seal; 2: lead; 21: electrode-connecting
part; 22: terminal-connecting part; 23: through hole; 3:
container member; 3B: bottom surface of container mem-
ber; 31: container body; 32: sealing plate; 33: main part
of container member; 33A: main surface of main part;
33B: side surface of main part; 34: terminal-connecting
part; 34A: first surface; 34B: second surface; 35: periph-
eral part; 35A: main surface of peripheral part; 36:
through hole; 37: rising part; 37A: tip of rising part; 38:
edge part of through hole; 39: diameter-reduction part;
4: gasket; 41: flange part; 41A: main surface of flange
part; 42: shaft; 421: first portion; 422: second portion; 43:
though hole; 5: terminal; 51: flange part; 51A: main sur-
face of flange part; 52: main part of terminal; 53: diameter-
reduction part; 54: caulked part; 6: restraining ring; 7:
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insulating sheet; 71: through hole; 8: insulating member;
200: battery module; 210: first bus bar; 220: second bus
bar; 221 and 222: auxiliary bus bar; 223: welded part:
230: third bus bar; 240: fourth bus bar; 241 and 242:
auxiliary bus bar; 250: fifth bus bar; 260: bus bar block;
261: welding point; 270: bus bar; 280: bus bar.

Claims

1. A battery (100, 100A, 100B, 100C, 100D) compris-
ing:

a container member (3) comprising a main part
(33) and a terminal-connecting part (34) adja-
cent to the main part (33);
an electrode body (1) housed in the main part
(33);
a lead (2) electrically connected to the electrode
body (1) and housed in the terminal-connecting
part (34); and
a terminal (5) electrically connected to the lead
(2) and provided on the terminal-connecting part
(34),
wherein a thickness (T33) of the main part (33)
is larger than a thickness (T34) of the terminal-
connecting part (34);
the main part (33) of the container member (3)
comprises a main surface (33A) of the container
member (3);
the terminal-connecting part (34) of the contain-
er member (3) comprises a first surface (34A)
and a second surface (34B) as a reverse side
with respect to the first surface (34A), and the
second surface (34B) faces the lead (2);
the terminal (5) comprises a first end part (51)
and a second end part (54), the first end part
(51) is positioned outside the container member
(3), and the second end part (54) is positioned
inside the container member (3);
a distance from the first surface (34A) of the ter-
minal-connecting part (34) of the container
member (3) to a main surface (51A) of the first
end part (51) of the terminal (5) is smaller than
a distance from the first surface (34A) to a plane
on which the main surface (33A) of the container
member (3) is positioned; characterised in
that: the battery further comprises a gasket (4)
having a through hole (43), in that:

the terminal-connecting part (34) comprises
a rising part (37) comprising a tip (37A) pro-
jected from the second surface (34B), and
a through hole (36) passing through the ter-
minal-connecting part (34) from the first sur-
face (34A) to the tip (37A) of the rising part
(37), and the through hole (36) comprises
a tapered part (36R) having a diameter re-

duced with increasing proximity to the tip
(37A) of the rising part (37);
the terminal (5) comprises a main part (52)
extending to an axial direction (X) toward
the second end part (54) from the first end
part (51), and the main part (52) comprises
a diameter-reduction part (53) between the
first end part (51) and the second end part
(54), and the diameter-reduction part (53)
has a diameter that reduces with increasing
proximity to the second end part (54);
at least a part of the gasket (4) is located in
the tapered part (36R) of the through hole
(36) of the container member (3);
at least a part of the diameter-reduction part
(53) of the main part (52) of the terminal (5)
is located in the through hole (43) of the gas-
ket (4);
the at least a part of the gasket (4) is sand-
wiched between the tapered part (36R) of
the container member (3) and the diameter-
reduction part (53) of the terminal (5); and
in that:
an inclination angle (θ2) of the tapered part
(36R) of the container member (3) to the
axial direction (X) of the main part (52) of
the terminal (5) is larger than an inclination
angle (θ1) of the diameter-reduction part
(53) to the axial direction (X).

2. The battery (100, 100A, 100B, 100C, 100D) accord-
ing to claim 1, wherein the first surface (34A) of the
terminal-connecting part (34) of the container mem-
ber (3) is inclined with respect to the main surface
(33A) of the container member (3).

3. The battery (100, 100A, 100B, 100C, 100D) accord-
ing to claim 1, wherein the container member (3) is
formed from a metal, an alloy, or a laminate of a
metal and/or alloy layer and a resin layer.

4. The battery (100, 100A, 100B, 100C, 100D) accord-
ing to claim 3, wherein the container member (3)
comprises aluminum.

5. A battery module (200) comprising:

batteries (100A, 100B, 100C, 100D); and
a bus bar (220, 230, 240, 260, 270, 280),
wherein:

each of the batteries (100A, 100B, 100C,
100D) is the battery (100A, 100B, 100C,
100D) according to any one of claim 1 to 4;
and
the terminal (5) of one of the batteries
(100A, 100B, 100C, 100D) is electrically
connected to the terminal (5) of another of
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the batteries (100A, 100B, 100C, 100D) via
the bus bar (220, 230, 240, 260, 270, 280).

Patentansprüche

1. Batterie (100, 100A, 100B, 100C, 100D), mit:

einem Behälterelement (3), mit einem Hauptteil
(33) und einem Anschlussverbindungsteil (34),
der an den Hauptteil (33) angrenzt;
einem Elektrodenkörper (1), der in dem Haupt-
teil (33) aufgenommen ist;
einer Leitung (2), die mit dem Elektrodenkörper
(1) elektrisch verbunden ist und in dem An-
schlussverbindungsteil (34) aufgenommen ist;
und
einem Anschluss (5), der mit der Leitung (2)
elektrisch verbunden ist und an dem Anschluss-
verbindungsteil (34) bereitgestellt ist,
wobei eine Dicke (T33) des Hauptteils (33) grö-
ßer als eine Dicke (T34) des Anschlussverbin-
dungsteils (34) ist;
der Hauptteil (33) des Behälterelements (3) eine
Hauptoberfläche (33A) des Behälterelements
(3) aufweist;
der Anschlussverbindungsteil (34) des Behäl-
terelements (3) eine erste Oberfläche (34A) und
eine zweite Oberfläche (34B) als eine Rückseite
in Bezug auf die erste Oberfläche (34A) auf-
weist, und die zweite Oberfläche (34B) der Lei-
tung (2) zugewandt ist;
der Anschluss (5) einen ersten Endteil (51) und
einen zweiten Endteil (54) aufweist, der erste
Endteil (51) außerhalb des Behälterelements (3)
positioniert ist, und der zweite Endteil (54) in-
nerhalb des Behälterelements (3) positioniert
ist;
ein Abstand von der ersten Oberfläche (34A)
des Anschlussverbindungsteils (34) des Behäl-
terelements (3) zu einer Hauptoberfläche (51A)
des ersten Endteils (51) des Anschlusses (5)
kleiner ist als ein Abstand von der ersten Ober-
fläche (34A) zu einer Ebene, auf welcher die
Hauptoberfläche (33A) des Behälterelements
(3) positioniert ist; dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass: die Batterie ferner eine Dichtung (4) mit
einem Durchgangsloch (43) aufweist, dadurch,
dass:

der Anschlussverbindungsteil (34) einen
ansteigenden Teil (37) mit einer von der
zweiten Oberfläche (34B) vorstehenden
Spitze (37A) aufweist, und ein Durchgangs-
loch (36), das durch den Anschlussverbin-
dungsteil (34) von der ersten Oberfläche
(34A) zu der Spitze (37A) des ansteigenden
Teils (37) durchgeht, und wobei das Durch-

gangsloch (36) einen verjüngten Teil (36R)
mit einem mit zunehmender Nähe zu der
Spitze (37A) des ansteigenden Teils (37)
verringerten Durchmesser aufweist,
der Anschluss (5) einen Hauptteil (52) auf-
weist, der sich von dem ersten Endteil (51)
in einer axialen Richtung (X) zu dem zwei-
ten Endteil (54) hin erstreckt, und der Haupt-
teil (52) einen Durchmesserverringerungs-
teil (53) zwischen dem ersten Endteil (51)
und dem zweiten Endteil (54) aufweist, und
der Durchmesserverringerungsteil (53) ei-
nen Durchmesser aufweist, der sich mit zu-
nehmender Nähe zu dem zweiten Endteil
(54) verringert;
sich zumindest ein Teil der Dichtung (4) in
dem verjüngten Teil (36R) des Durchgangs-
lochs (36) des Behälterelements (3) befin-
det;
sich zumindest ein Teil des Durchmesser-
verringerungsteils (53) des Hauptteils (52)
des Anschlusses (5) in dem Durchgangs-
loch (43) der Dichtung (4) befindet;
der zumindest eine Teil der Dichtung (4)
zwischen dem verjüngten Teil (36R) des
Behälterelements (3) und dem Durchmes-
serverringerungsteil (53) des Anschlusses
(5) sandwich-artig angeordnet ist; und da-
durch, dass:
ein Neigungswinkel (θ2) des verjüngten
Teils (36R) des Behälterelements (3) zu der
axialen Richtung (X) des Hauptteils (52) des
Anschlusses (5) größer ist als ein Nei-
gungswinkel (θ1) des Durchmesserverrin-
gerungsteils (53) zu der axialen Richtung
(X).

2. Batterie (100, 100A, 100B, 100C, 100D) nach An-
spruch 1, wobei die erste Oberfläche (34A) des An-
schlussverbindungsteils (34) des Behälterelements
(3) in Bezug auf die Hauptoberfläche (33A) des Be-
hälterelements (3) geneigt ist.

3. Batterie (100, 100A, 100B, 100C, 100D) nach An-
spruch 1, wobei das Behälterelement (3) aus einem
Metall, einer Legierung, oder einem Laminat aus ei-
ner Metall- und/oder Legierungsschicht und einer
Harzschicht ausgebildet ist.

4. Batterie (100, 100A, 100B, 100C, 100D) nach An-
spruch 3, wobei das Behälterelement (3) Aluminium
aufweist.

5. Batteriemodul (200), mit:

Batterien (100A, 100B, 100C, 100D); und
einer Sammelschiene (220, 230, 240, 260, 270,
280),
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wobei:

jede der Batterien (100A, 100B, 100C,
100D) die Batterie (100A, 100B, 100C,
100D) nach einem von Anspruch 1 bis 4 ist;
und
der Anschluss (5) von einer der Batterien
(100A, 100B, 100C, 100D) mit dem An-
schluss (5) von einer anderen der Batterien
(100A, 100B, 100C, 100D) über die Sam-
melschiene (220, 230, 240, 260, 270, 280)
elektrisch verbunden ist.

Revendications

1. Batterie (100, 100A, 100B, 100C, 100D)
comprenant :

un élément formant conteneur (3) comprenant
une partie principale (33) et une partie de con-
nexion de borne (34) adjacente à la partie prin-
cipale (33) ;
un corps d’électrode (1) logé dans la partie prin-
cipale (33) ;
un conducteur (2) électriquement connecté au
corps d’électrode (1) et logé dans la partie de
connexion de borne (34) ; et
une borne (5) électriquement connectée au con-
ducteur (2) et disposée sur la partie de con-
nexion de borne (34),
dans laquelle une épaisseur (T33) de la partie
principale (33) est plus grande qu’une épaisseur
(T34) de la partie de connexion de borne (34) ;
la partie principale (33) de l’élément formant
conteneur (3) comprend une surface principale
(33A) de l’élément formant conteneur (3) ;
la partie de connexion de borne (34) de l’élément
formant conteneur (3) comprend une première
surface (34A) et une seconde surface (34B) en
tant que côté inverse par rapport à la première
surface (34A), et la seconde surface (34B) fait
face au conducteur (2) ;
la borne (5) comprend une première partie d’ex-
trémité (51) et une seconde partie d’extrémité
(54), la première partie d’extrémité (51) est po-
sitionnée à l’extérieur de l’élément formant con-
teneur (3) et la seconde partie d’extrémité (54)
est positionnée à l’intérieur de l’élément formant
conteneur (3) ;
une distance allant de la première surface (34A)
de la partie de connexion de borne (34) de l’élé-
ment formant conteneur (3) jusqu’à une surface
principale (51A) de la première partie d’extrémi-
té (51) de la borne (5) est plus petite qu’une dis-
tance allant de la première surface (34A) jusqu’à
un plan sur lequel la surface principale (33A) de
l’élément formant conteneur (3) est

positionnée ; caractérisée en ce que : la bat-
terie comprend en outre un joint d’étanchéité (4)
ayant un trou traversant (43), en ce que :

la partie de connexion de borne (34) com-
prend une partie d’élévation (37) compre-
nant un bout (37A) projeté à partir de la se-
conde surface (34B), et un trou traversant
(36) passant à travers la partie de con-
nexion de borne (34) depuis la première sur-
face (34A) jusqu’au bout (37A) de la partie
d’élévation (37), et le trou traversant (36)
comprend une partie tronconique (36R)
ayant un diamètre réduit avec la proximité
croissante du bout (37A) de la partie d’élé-
vation (37) ;
la borne (5) comprend une partie principale
(52) s’étendant jusqu’à une direction axiale
(X) vers la seconde partie d’extrémité (54)
à partir de la première partie d’extrémité
(51), et la partie principale (52) comprend
une partie de réduction de diamètre (53) en-
tre la première partie d’extrémité (51) et la
seconde partie d’extrémité (54), et la partie
de réduction de diamètre (53) possède un
diamètre qui se réduit avec la proximité
croissante de la seconde partie d’extrémité
(54) ;
au moins une partie du joint d’étanchéité (4)
est située dans la partie tronconique (36R)
du trou traversant (36) de l’élément formant
conteneur (3) ;
au moins une partie de la partie de réduction
de diamètre (53) de la partie principale (52)
de la borne (5) est située dans le trou tra-
versant (43) du joint d’étanchéité (4) ;
l’au moins une partie du joint d’étanchéité
(4) est prise en sandwich entre la partie tron-
conique (36R) de l’élément formant conte-
neur (3) et la partie de réduction de diamètre
(53) de la borne (5) ; et en ce que :
un angle d’inclinaison (θ2) de la partie tron-
conique (36R) de l’élément formant conte-
neur (3) par rapport à la direction axiale (X)
de la partie principale (52) de la borne (5)
est plus grand qu’un angle d’inclinaison (θ1)
de la partie de réduction de diamètre (53)
par rapport à la direction axiale (X).

2. Batterie (100, 100A, 100B, 100C, 100D) selon la re-
vendication 1, dans laquelle la première surface
(34A) de la partie de connexion de borne (34) de
l’élément formant conteneur (3) est inclinée par rap-
port à la surface principale (33A) de l’élément for-
mant conteneur (3).

3. Batterie (100, 100A, 100B, 100C, 100D) selon la re-
vendication 1, dans laquelle l’élément formant con-
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teneur (3) est formé d’un métal, d’un alliage, ou d’un
stratifié d’un métal et/ou d’une couche d’alliage et
d’une couche de résine.

4. Batterie (100, 100A, 100B, 100C, 100D) selon la re-
vendication 3, dans laquelle l’élément formant con-
teneur (3) comprend de l’aluminium.

5. Module de batterie (200) comprenant :

des batteries (100A, 100B, 100C, 100D) ; et
une barre omnibus (220, 230, 240, 260, 270,
280),
dans lequel :

chacune des batteries (100A, 100B, 100C,
100D) est la batterie (100A, 100B, 100C,
100D) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 1 à 4 ; et
la borne (5) de l’une des batteries (100A,
100B, 100C, 100D) est électriquement con-
nectée à la borne (5) d’une autre des bat-
teries (100A, 100B, 100C, 100D) via la barre
omnibus (220, 230, 240, 260, 270, 280).
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